Background:

Since first introduced in 2004\(^1\), endobronchial ultrasound guided transbronchial needle aspiration (EBUS-TBNA) has become a powerful tool for diagnosis and staging of lung cancer. The American College of Chest physicians, in its third edition guidelines for the diagnosis and management of lung cancer, recommended a needle-based technique (EBUS, EUS or combined EBUS/EUS) as a first step for invasive mediastinal staging for non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC)\(^2\). In general, mediastinoscopy should be considered if the needle technique is negative and there remains a high clinical suspicion of nodal (N2/N3) disease. However, this recommendation is still debated\(^3\).

Several important previous trials have addressed needle-based staging and mediastinoscopy. Annema and colleagues compared surgical staging alone vs combined EBUS-TBNA and EUS (referred to as endosonography) followed by surgical staging in node negative patients. They demonstrated an improved sensitivity in the group first undergoing endosonography (85 to 94% respectively)\(^4\), and a significant reduction in unnecessary thoracotomies. Yasufuku et al performed simultaneous EBUS-TBNA and mediastinoscopy and compared the operating characteristics of the two procedures.\(^5\) These authors performed systematic mediastinal staging with EBUS-TBNA and demonstrated similar sensitivity and accuracy of the two techniques. They concluded that EBUS-TBNA could potentially replace surgical staging of the mediastinum in NSCLC. Combined EUS and EBUS staging has not been directly compared to surgical mediastinoscopy in the same group of patients. In a recent Chest publication, Liberman and colleagues evaluated the performance of combined EBUS/EUS vs surgical mediastinoscopy in a cohort of patients with NSCLC.\(^6\) All patients underwent both procedures.

Methods:

They enrolled 166 patients with suspected NSCLC and no confirmed extra thoracic involvement. They performed combined EBUS/EUS followed by mediastinoscopy in all patients. Only those with negative N2/N3 disease by all three techniques underwent surgical resection and lymph node dissection. The final results of lymph node dissection were compared to the results from each technique as a secondary outcome. In the previously mentioned study of Yasufuku et al systematic lymph node sampling of the mediastinum with EBUS was performed.\(^6\) This requires sampling every lymph node with a short axis dimension greater than 5mm, at stations 2R, 2L, 4R, 4L, and 7, starting with the contralateral lymph nodes. Liberman et al. performed a selective lymph node sampling by endosonography of only nodes that are deemed suspicious by CT, PET or ultrasound. The PI supervised all procedures and presumably selection of endosonographic sites, which may limit the generalizability of the study. The authors used an LMA during EBUS, which allowed them access to the 2R station, a limitation described by Yasufuku\(^6\) in intubated patients.
Results:

With regard to the primary outcome, adding EUS to EBUS improved the sensitivity, NPV and accuracy when compared to mediastinoscopy (EBUS: 72%, 88%, 91%; EUS: 62%, 85%, 88%; combined EBUS-EUS - 91%, 96%, 97% respectively). While there were 5 patients with negative endosonography and positive mediastinoscopy, there were 24 patients with negative mediastinoscopy and positive endosonography, who, otherwise, would have undergone unnecessary thoracotomy. The secondary outcome showed a comparable sensitivity, NPV and accuracy of any of the techniques, including EBUS-TBNA alone, compared to thoracotomy with lymph node dissection.

Discussion:

The sensitivity of EBUS/TBNA was low at 72% compared to mediastinoscopy, possibly due to the selective sampling of a low number of LN (2.2), compared to mediastinoscopy where the 4R, 4L and station 7 lymph nodes were sampled in almost every patient. The relatively low number of needle passes (2 to 3) used was based on an internal analysis of FNA yield from the previous 1000 procedures in their institution. However, according to Lee et al the sensitivity of EBUS-TBNA for differentiating benign from malignant lymph nodes was maximal after 3 samples in the absence of ROSE. Their yield increased with each needle pass from 69.8% to 83.7% up to 95.3% after the third sample. It is unclear if performing only two needle passes may have affected the results. Molecular testing was not performed for these patients as they were considered possible surgical candidates, although endosonography has been validated as adequate for tumor genotyping in NSCLC. Acquiring additional tissue for molecular testing may require additional passes. The authors had a relatively high percentage of inadequate samples through EBUS, which also likely lowered the sensitivity of EBUS. (80% for 2R, 86% for 4R, 81% for 4L, 84% for 7)

EUS sample adequacy was markedly better (documented as 100% at stations 2R, 2L, 4R, 4L, and 7, although numbers of aspirates at each station vary markedly). Interestingly, EUS also identified one malignant left adrenal metastasis and one liver metastasis despite negative pre-procedure PET–CT scans in those regions (it is unclear whether these patients had N2/N3 disease). This may be an unrecognized advantage of EUS, and an area for further investigation. Eighty-eight LNs at station 5 were sampled by EUS and only 19 at station 4L. Some authors have argued that EUS cannot reach station 5, given that it lies lateral to the ligamentum arteriosum. In general, studies of combined staging could benefit from clarification of this anatomy. Here, the differentiation remains unclear.

Liberman et al. directly compared endosonography to mediastinoscopy for invasive NSCLC staging and further confirmed a reduction in unnecessary thoracotomies with the use of endosonography. Interestingly, there were comparable results of the needle-based techniques compared to mediastinoscopy, even with selective sampling. This study adds to the evidence that endosonography is equivalent to mediastinoscopy for invasive mediastinal staging of NSCLC. It remains unclear if adding EUS to EBUS, provides additional diagnostic value. Further studies are needed to establish if there are specific patient subsets who may benefit from combined EUS and EBUS mediastinal staging.
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